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Abstract
The last few years have dramatically improved technologies like functional coverage, formal verification, semi-formal
methods and assertion-based verification. While the emergence of break-through EDA tools is crucial to keep pace with
design complexities, the real challenge for large industrial projects is the successful deployment of these technologies into
an evolving design and verification methodology. Design teams are tired of trying out new buzzword technology every
year, especially if these just add new workload on top of existing tasks.
The verification methodology for IBM microprocessor and systems development (PowerPC, Cell, G5, p-Series, z-Series)
has to scale from functional units to chips containing large systems. A critical part of maintaining a leading-edge
verification flow is the ability to systematically improve and adapt it without breaking successful existing technology and
practices.The latest evolutionary step for the IBM verification methodology was to embrace the assertion-based
verification driven by designers. This extension will be used as a case study to demonstrate principles of how to drive
positive technology change into an existing, successful design and verification community.
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